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Termok8® with Texture design finish interprets external thermal insulation technology as a system of energy 
and aesthetic upgrading of the building system and expresses the synthesis of technical and design expertise 
and a new definition of architectural beauty: this combination results in external thermal insulation systems 
that provide the best energy, technological, and aesthetic performance for buildings.

Texture design proposes a collection of decorative surfaces and textured coatings of high aesthetic value for 
façade architecture, a choice of outstanding value for contemporary, unique, and entirely customised projects.
Texture design finishes can also be applied to substrates such as cement-based plaster, painted plaster, lime-
based plaster and paint, exposed reinforced concrete, precast concrete features and panels, gypsum and fibre 
cement walls and features, after being previously treated where necessary.

Termok8® systems suitable for the creation of decorative finishes in the Texture design collection:

EPS SYSTEMS       MINERAL SYSTEMS    
Termok8 Grafite Plus Converto*     Termok8 Minerale L.V. ** 
Termok8 HP Converto      Termok8 Minerale L.R.**
Termok8 Fonostop Converto*
Termok8 Classico 35 Plus 
Termok8 Grafite Plus
Termok8 HP 
Termok8 Fonostop Eps 
Termok8 A.R. Max 20 J*
Termok8 A.R. Max 60 J*
Termok8 HP Green

* These systems’ insulating slabs are in full compliance with the requirements of the Minimum Environmental  
Criteria for building (CAM).
* These systems’ insulating slabs offer performance certified by specific Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs).

General specifications for base plaster

Refer to the specifications of the selected system, taking care to ensure an overall thickness of the reinforced skim 
coat of no less than 6 mm.
In order to increase the strength of the system, anti-alkaline, unravel-proof Armatex C1 M sized glass fibre mesh 
should be used instead of Armatex C1 reinforcement mesh, if it is not already provided in the selected system. This 
reinforcement mesh must be located in the outer third of the base plaster.

Texture design finishing plaster

The finishes proposed in the Texture Design section are the following:
Corten effect, Washed Cement effect, Brushed Concrete effect, Urban effect, Wood effect, Travertine effect, Streaked 
effect, Crushed effect, Matt Sandblasted effect, and Glitter Sandblasted effect.
All the proposed solutions can also be applied on external masonry without external thermal insulation that has 
been suitably treated.
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Effetto Corten 
Corten is a texture that finds inspiration in the oxidation of iron 
and metals offering a glossy, uneven and natural patinated rust 
effect for the surfaces.

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Hot Metal Ext.  - Recommended use (three coats) 0.33 l/m2 - 
colours available: Hot Metal colour chart, Colours produced with 
Base G. Can be coloured by tinting machine.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd skim coat, smoothing during 
drying in order to achieve an even surface.
STEP 3: apply the 1st coat of Hot Metal Ext. in the first colour 
with the trowel.
STEP 4: when dry, apply a 2nd coat of the same colour and, in 
the fresh coat, streak with a second contrasting colour.
STEP 5: when dry, lightly glaze the third colour using a sponge (or 
a trowel with water mist).

Equipment 
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Velasquez Sponge.

Effetto Cemento Dilavato
Washed cement reveals the charm of delicately aged concrete and 
gives the building a contemporary style with a smooth and velvety 
effect.
Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (one coat):  1.1 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Soul Cement Ext. - Recommended use (two coats) 1.2 kg/m2 - 
colours available: Soul Cement colour chart. Can be coloured by 
tinting machine.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply 1 skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless steel 
trowel. 
STEP 2: apply the 1st coat of Soul Cement Ext. with the trowel 
with vertical movement.
STEP 3: apply the 2nd coat, again with vertical movement, and, 
during drying, work vertically with the trowel wetted with water 
mist in order to obtain the washed effect.

Equipment
Pollock Stainless steel Trowel, Mondrian Decorative Pad. 



Effetto Cemento Spazzolato
Brushed concrete interprets the slightly material texture of 
industrial microcement, giving the charm of tone-on-tone 
chromatic variations and the image of a strong, powerful and 
lasting substance on the surfaces.

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Hot Metal Ext. - Recommended use (one coat) 0.11 l/m2 - colours 
available: Hot Metal colour chart, Colours produced with Base G. 
Can be coloured by tinting machine.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd skim coat, creating the typical 
brushed concrete effect using the edge of the spatula.  During 
drying, smooth using the trowel.
STEP 3:  (optional for greater depth of effect and surface 
protection) glaze with Hot Metal Ext. using a sponge.

Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Velasquez Sponge.

Effetto Urban
Urban represents the materic suggestions of the Urban Effects line 
of Metropolis by Ivas, a collection of thick metropolitan-inspired 
textures perfect for personalizing the façade design and enhance 
the creativity of designers and decorators.

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Hot Metal Ext.  - Recommended use (one coat) 0.11 l/m2 - colours 
available: Hot Metal colour chart, Colours produced with Base G. 
Can be coloured by tinting machine.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd coat of Factor Ext. and create the 
chipped effect on the fresh coat by dabbing with a Marine Sponge 
and scraping with a decorative pad.  After about 10-15 minutes, 
spray water and smooth the surface with a trowel to compact the 
ripples.
STEP 3: when dry, apply one or 2 coats of Hot Metal with a roller 
and glaze the surface with the Velazquez sponge, depending on 
the desired intensity.

Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Dalí Marine Sponge, Mondrian 
Decorative Pad, Magritte Roller, and Velasquez Sponge.



Effetto Legno 
Wood recounts the essence of the plant tissues: colors, density and 
texture of the veins make it a highly customizable coating, a game 
of 3d shades for architectures which are inspired by the generating 
force of nature.

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Miele.Opaco (optional) - Recommended use (one coat) 0.05 l/m2 
- colours available: white and colours that can be produced using 
the You Color tinting system.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply an abundant 2nd coat and work while 
wet with the decorative pad to create a wood grain effect and, 
during drying, use the trowel to smooth the ripples.
STEP 3:  (optional for greater depth of effect and surface 
protection) glaze as desired with Miele.Opaco using a sponge. 

Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Woody Pad, Velasquez Sponge.

Effetto Travertino
Travertino defines the texture of Italian limestone rocks and the 
legendary style of ancient Rome by transposing on the façade the 
places, the history and the substance of a timeless material.

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Materia Romana Finitura  - Recommended use (one coat) 0.7 l/m2 
- colours available: Materia Naturale colour chart.  Can be coloured 
by tinting machine.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd coat and work with the decorative 
pad to create the characteristic veining.  During drying, smooth 
and compact the most obvious ripples with the trowel to achieve 
the desired tactile effect.
STEP 3: apply 1 coat of Materia Romana Finitura using a roller, 
removing any surplus with a sponge.

Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Mondrian Decorative Pad, Magritte 
Roller, Velasquez Sponge. 



Effetto Striato
Streaked is the three-dimensional material enhanced by 
its shadow effects: the light sculpts the texture creating 
monochromatic contrasts and returning deep and changeable 
vertical ones. Streaked is an effect that animates the façade 
architecture and finds its ideal completion in the total white style.

Products used
Metro Tex - Recommended use (three coats):  3.3 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Metro Tex with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd skim coat.
STEP 3: when dry, apply an abundant 3rd coat and apply a lined 
effect vertically with the decorative pad (optional: during drying, 
use the trowel to smooth the ripples).

Equipment
Pollock Stainless steel Trowel, Mondrian Decorative Pad.

Effetto Schiacciato
Crushed is inspired by the aesthetics of the eggshell: 
homogeneous, silky, levelled but slightly woven. Elegant and 
refined, it can act both as a smooth finish and as a thick base for 
high-tech finishes: self-cleaning photocatalitic (clean technology) 
or hydrophobic barrier effect (dry technology).

Products used
Metro Tex - - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
 

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Metro Tex with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd coat and smooth using the plastic 
trowel during drying.

Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Gauguin Plastic Trowel. 



Effetto Sabbiato Opaco
Matt sandblasted is a texture that encases the surfaces of light 
and patinated material. Inspired by the sand dunes shaped by the 
wind, it alterns refined light and dark shades with delicate reliefs.

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Metro Materik - Recommended use (one coat) 0.3 l/m2 - colours 
available: white, and colours that can be produced using the You 
Color tinting system

Application procedure
STEP 1:  Apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd skim coat, smoothing during 
drying in order to achieve an even surface.
STEP 3: apply 1 coat of Metro Materik using a brush, creating the 
sandblasted effect.

Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Klimt Glazing Brush.

Effetto Sabbiato Glitterato 
Glittery sandblasted adds to Matt Sandblasted texture the charm 
of the sea shore: small crystals of light are delicately inserted on a 
refined sandy mantle. 

Products used
Factor Ext. - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - colours 
available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour chart 
(excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be produced 
using the You Color tinting system.
Metro Materik - Recommended use (two coats):  2.2 kg/m2 - 
colours available: white, colours from the IVAS Selezione K colour 
chart (excluding the Reflect colours), and colours that can be 
produced using the You Color tinting system.
Metro Glitter  - Recommended use (one coat) 0.10 l/m2 - colours 
available: transparent.

Application procedure
STEP 1: apply the 1st skim coat of Factor Ext. with a stainless 
steel trowel.
STEP 2: when dry, apply a 2nd skim coat, smoothing during 
drying in order to achieve an even surface.
STEP 3: apply 1 coat of Metro Materik using a brush, creating the 
sandblasted effect.
STEP 4: apply a coat of Metro Glitter using a roller.
 
Equipment
Pollock Stainless Steel Trowel, Klimt Glazing Brush, Magritte Roller


